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Abstrat

Abdutive Logi Programming (ALP) and

Answer Set Programming (ASP) were devel-

oped independently and are de�ned in terms

of quite di�erent foundations and onepts.

Yet, the existene of formally proven rela-

tionships and the often striking ongruene

between appliation programs in both for-

malisms suggest that, at a deeper level, both

formalisms might be tighly related. In this

talk, I will take an epistemologial viewpoint

to investigate and unover this relationship.

Epistemologial foundations of both for-

malisms an been de�ned in terms of two

nonmonotoni reasoning priniples, in par-

tiular autoepistemi/default reasoning on

the one hand and iterated indutive de�ni-

tions on the other hand. Both priniples are

fundamentally di�erent, even ontrary non-

monotoni priniples, one being aminimising

knowledge priniple while the seond being a

maximising knowledge priniple. In the talk,

I will argue that Answer Set Programming

with two negations is an instane of the �rst

priniple whereas Abdutive Logi Program-

ming and Stable Logi Programming are in-

stanes of the seond priniple.

Stable logi programming is thus presented as

a fundamentally di�erent logi than Answer

Set Programming with two negations. This

ontradits with the standard view in whih

Stable Logi Programming is viewed as a sub-

formalism of ASP. I will bak up my position

with formal results showing that stable logi

programming and ASP attribute fundamen-

tally di�erent modalities to the negation as

failure operator and the rule operator.

On the other hand, this work uni�es Sta-

ble Logi Programming and Abdutive Logi

Programming as syntati variants of the

same underlying logi. The impat on

methodology will be disussed. At the om-

putational level, Abdutive Logi Program-

ming and Stable Logi Programming provide

di�erent omputational approahes for essen-

tially the same type of reasoning problem.

During his invited talk at NMR2000, Vitor

Marek omplained about the lak of relation-

ship and the onfused position of logi pro-

gramming in the broader area of mathemat-

ial and philosophial logi. In this talk, a

big step is made in larifying the piture. At

the same time, the talk addresses a number

of fundamental logial ambiguities and long

standing open problems about the meaning of

language onstruts suh as negation as fail-

ure and rule operator in logi programming

extensions.


